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Felix Antritter, Frank Scholz, Georg Hettich and Thomas Mergner
Abstract²This paper analyzes basic aspects of the human
stance control. It proceeds from a linear model of the human
body as an inverted pendulum. The model is used to show how
humans achieve control stability despite considerable neural
time delays of the sensory feedback loops that pass through
higher brain centers and allow for context dependent and
modifiable responses. Control stability is attributed to the fact
that these long-latency (LL) loops are combined with shortlatency (SL) loops of µSULPLWLYH¶ VWHUHRW\SH UHIOH[es via spinal
cord and brainstem and with passive loops with virtually no
time delay given by the intrinsic musculoskeletal stiffness and
damping. The tool used for our stability analysis is an extended
Nyquist Criterion. Weighting the combination of the three sets
of feedback loops is identified as a key to the adaptability
properties of the human stance control and its energy
efficiency.

In this contribution we show that, from the control
engineering perspective, the human approach to stance
control has very advantageous properties. We identify that
this is due to the combination of the three feedback loops
(musculoskeletal, SL an LL) and the situation dependent
reweighting of these loops. This paper serves to understand
the fundamental idea and is a first step towards the design of
bio-inspired controllers for humanoid robots, which are
extremely energy efficient, behave human like in contact
situations and allow for rather complex signal processing and
decision algorithms without endangering the stability of the
controlled system in spite of the resulting major delays. The
understanding of the human control approach is also the
natural basis for the development of optimized prosthesis for
handicapped people and therapies for humans with defects of
the sensorimotor system.

I. INTRODUCTION

To have a clear view on the fundamental properties, this
study uses a linearized model to describe the human stance
control during body sway in the sagittal plane about the ankle
joints. For this linear model it is possible to use an adaption
of the Nyquist Criterion to a system with different delays as
shown by [16]. We use this extended Nyquist Criterion to
explain in a descriptive manner how the stability of the
human stance control profits from combining the three
feedback loops with adjustable weights. These considerations
focus on the general picture without going into mathematical
details.



Human upright stance is inherently unstable and requires
corrective joint torques to maintain balance in a variety of
environmental conditions. The postural control involves
complex sensorimotor and musculoskeletal components [1].
Basically, two sets of neural reflex loops are distinguished
[2]. After birth, humans show the µSULPLWLYH¶ VLPSOH DQG
stereotype) postural reflexes originating from short-latency
loops through the spinal cord and brainstem (SL loops). With
maturation of higher brain centers and development of
sensorimotor skills, postural control is taken over by longlatency loops through basal ganglia and cerebral cortex (LL
loops). The LL loops evoke context dependent postural
responses that tend to involve multiple joints and body
segments. They may be voluntarily modified and provide
human adults with adaptability to changes in environmental
conditions and availability of sensory information (e.g. eyes
open versus eyes closed). A similar distinction between SL
and LL loops has been suggested for arm reflexes [3]. Still
debated is the question how control stability is maintained in
the use of LL loops, because this implies considerable time
delays, due to neural signal transmission and processing and
to muscle electro-mechanical activation. The delays in the LL
postural control loops have been estimated to amount to 100300 ms [4,5].
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This paper is organized as follows: In section II we
describe the model, first considering biomechanical aspects,
before describing the human control approach. Next, in
section III, we present the Nyquist Criterion for control loops
with delays. Control stability properties resulting from
combining the three loops are analyzed in section IV. In
Conclusions, section V, we consider consequences of the
three-loop system for human stance control under the
perspective of robustness, adaptability, loop gain and energy
consumption.
II. THE NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL FOR HUMAN
STANCE CONTROL
Among recent human stance control models, several
feedback models consider neural time delays [4,5,6,7,8].
Most of them concluded that the delays constrain the
FRQWURO¶V ORRS JDLQ Originally, the loop gain was identified
to be very low (compared to standard engineering feedback
control systems) and was considered incompatible with
successful compensation of large external disturbances by
continuous sensory feedback [9]. In contrast, the
aforementioned models [4,5,6,] considered the low gain high
enough to maintain balance. They achieved this by
combining
multisensory
integration
(joint
angle
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proprioception, vestibular, joint torque, vision) with context
dependent µsensory re-weightings¶, by which the system
adapts to changes in external and internal conditions. To give
an example: Upon transition from stationary to tilting support
surface, humans shift weight in the sensory feedback loops
from ankle joint proprioception (for body-to-foot
stabilization) to vestibular cues (body-in-space stabilization).
Engineering-inspired [6] and bio-inspired [5,10] mechanisms
for automatic sensory re-weightings have been proposed.

with J being the lumped body moment of inertia and ߙሷ
angular acceleration. ܶୡ୭୬୲୰ , representing the torque
generated by the controller, counteracts two external
disturbances given by the gravitational torque ܶ௩ ൌ
ܨ୰ୟ୴  ߙ ൌ ݄݉݃  ߙ and by ܶୢ୧ୱ୲ , a torque from a
disturbing push having impact on the body.

Here we propose that re-weightings may serve a further
goal. The hypothesis is that behavioral demands for higher
gain lead to preferential use of loops with short latency in
order to maintain control stability. Our approach proceeds
from parallel use of three feedback loops with variable
weights. Parallel to the LL loops, SL loops are still present in
adults after the LL loops have developed, as has been shown
neurophysiologically [11] and clinically [12]. The functional
significance of this co-existence is still open and a role for
control stability has been suggested [10]. Task-dependent
variations of arm and leg SL loop responses have been
observed [13].

Assuming that angular excursion Įof the COM is small
(usually not exceeding ±8° in humans) the overall dynamics
can be modeled as linear, since we can assume that ܶ୰ୟ୴ ൎ
݄݉݃ߙ. Overall we get, by using the Laplace-Transform of
the differential equation, the signal flow diagram shown in
Figure 2.

A third feedback loop exists in the form of passive
stiffness and viscosity from intrinsic musculoskeletal
properties [14]. This µSDVVLYH loop¶ provides joint stiffness
with virtually no time delay, but normally its contribution to
stance control is minor compared to the other loops [4].
However, its impact may be increased by co-contraction of
the agonist-antagonist muscle pairs, due to non-linear
musculoskeletal properties [15]. Its role in the concert of the
three loops may be appreciated from the following example:
Upon an unforeseen rapid push having impact on the body,
the first postural reaction is from the passive loop, before the
reflexive response from the SL loops occurs, and finally the
response from the LL loops after the disturbance has been
identified and estimated.
For the derivation of the simulation model we neglect the
dynamic properties of the actuation through the muscles and
use an inverted pendulum with a lumped mass at the human
center of mass (COM), as shown in Figure 1, in order to
describe an upright standing person who is balancing on firm
support in the sagittal plane. The body rotates around the
ankle joint, while the other joints are fixed (h gives height of
COM above ankle joint, m represents the body mass, g the
gravitational acceleration, and ୰ୟ୴ the gravitational force).

The body parameters will here always be
݉ ൌ ͺͲ݇݃ǡ ݄ ൌ ͳ݉ǡ ݅Ǥ ݁Ǥǡ  ܬൌ ݄݉ଶ ൌ ͺͲ݇݃݉ଶ . (2)
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Figure 2. Signal flow diagram of the human control system

Because gravity is almost constant across the earth
surface, it is combined with the dynamics of the inverted
pendulum in the single transfer function ܩீ ሺݏሻ resulting to
ܩீ ሺݏሻ ൌ

భ
ೞమ

ଵି మ
ೞ

ൌ

ଵ
௦ మ ି

.

(3)

The resulting control system with the external torque from
the push as input and the angular position of the body as
output is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Control loop for human stance control

Figure 1.

A. Modelling the Feedback Loops
In the three-loop system of human stance control
(Introduction), the passive feedback loop is essentially delayfree, producing torque by the intrinsic stiffness and damping
properties of the musculoskeletal system. It is modeled here
as a controller with spring-damper properties, where the
torque is linearly dependent on the angle ߙ and the angular
velocity ߙሶ , i.e.

The simplified model with the lumped body mass m at the
center of mass.

The dynamic model is obtained by summing up the
torques at the ankle joint acting on the pendulum
ߙܬሷ ൌ ܶ௩  ܶௗ௦௧ െ ܶ௧   

ܶ௧ǡ௨௦ ൌ ܭ ߙ  ܭ ߙሶ .

(4)

For the transfer function of this controller from the angle ߙ to
the muscle torque, we use the Laplace transform of a time

#@B"

function by giving the dependence of the transformed
function on the Laplace parameter ( ݏi.e. we denote the
Laplace transformed signal of ߙ by ሺݏሻ ):
ܩ௧ǡ௨௦ ሺݏሻ ൌ

்ೝǡೠೞ ሺ௦ሻ
ఈሺ௦ሻ

ൌ ܭ  ܭ ݏ

(5)

This is a classical PD controller. For further analysis the
following notation is more convenient:
ܩ௧ǡ௨௦ ൌ ܸሺͳ  ܶ ݏሻ

(6)

where

ܸ ൌ ܭ and ܶ ൌ ವ.

(7)

ು

Recalling our hypothesis that humans may cope with
behavioral situations that demand a high stance control loop
gain by preferentially using the feedback loops with no or
short delay in order not to endanger control stability, we
allow for weightings of the three controllers via the weights
ܹ ǡ ܹଵ  אሾͲǡͳሿǤ

(8)

The controller parameters are taken to be
ܭ ൌ ͳǤͳ݄݉݃ ൌ ͺ͵Ǥ͵ܰ݉ǡ ܭ ൌ ʹͺͷܰ݉ܿ݁ݏ

(9)

or, equivalently,
ଵ

ܸ ൌ ܭ ൌ ͺ͵Ǥ͵ܰ݉ǡ ܶ ൌ  ܿ݁ݏ.

The intrinsic musculoskeletal feedback is assisted by a set
of SL loops through spinal cord and brainstem. The SL loops
are here again modeled using a PD controller [4]. This
feedback does not stem from raw sensory signals, but
combines input from several sensory transducers such as
muscle spindles and cutaneous receptors [17] and codes
physical variables such as joint angular position and velocity,
which are known to be available at spinal cord levels [18]. In
[5,10] the set was simplified as a single proprioceptive loop
for joint stabilization and movement in the ankle µORFDO
ORRS¶  with a delay ߬ଵ amounting to 40-60 ms. Because the
functional significance of other SL loops (e.g. through
brainstem) are still unknown, they will be neglected here.
The third part in the three-loop system consists of the LL
loops through higher brain centers. In the stance control
model of [5,10] these loops estimate and compensate the
external disturbances field forces (such as gravity), contact
forces (such as a push), support surface rotation and support
surface translation. The estimates are obtained by combining
different sensory-derived or predicted signals of physical
variables. Compensation is achieved by feeding back the
disturbance estimates with reversed sign. Thereby, the loop
gain gets increased to the extent that one or several
disturbances have impact and are estimated or predicted.
Voluntary interference is possible by gain scaling the LL
loops. Also these loops can be modeled as producing
feedback via PD controller. For simplicity, it is assumed that
the parameters of the PD controllers of the SL loops and the
LL loops are the same, ܩ௧ǡ௨௦ ሺݏሻ, except, of course, for
the additional delays. Furthermore, we will speak only of one
passive loop, one SL loop and one LL loop.
Superposition of passive feedback, SL loop and LL loop
is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.

(10)

ଷ

These parameters are similar to those identified in human
studies [4,5]. The overall controller then has the following
transfer function:
ܩ௧ ሺݏሻ ൌ

்ೝ ሺ௦ሻ
ఈሺ௦ሻ

ൌ ܸሺͳ  ܶݏ ܦሻሺܹ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻܹଵ ݁ ି௦ఛభ 
ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻሺͳ െ ܹଵ ሻ݁ ି௦ఛమ ሻ

(11)

The structure of the resulting controlled system is shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The signal flow graph of the three loop control system.

The transfer function from the disturbing torque ୢ୧ୱ୲
acting on the upright pendulum to the resulting angle ߙ then
is:
்ܩೞ ՜ఈ ሺݏሻ ൌ
ൌ

ߙሺݏሻ
ܩீ ሺݏሻ
ൌ
ܶௗ௦௧ ሺݏሻ ͳ  ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ

ͳ
 ݏܬଶ െ ݄݉݃  ܸሺͳ  ܶ ݏሻሺܹ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻܹଵ ݁ ି௦ఛభ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻሺͳ െ ܹଵ ሻ݁ ି௦ఛమ ሻ

(12)
Due to the presence of an exponential function, an infinite
number of poles exists. This prohibits the use of standard
numerical methods. We will therefore investigate the
V\VWHP¶V FRQWURO VWDELOLW\ using the extended Nyquist
Criterion presented in Section III. This section additionally
provides information on the robustness of the system.
III. NYQUIST-CRITERION FOR CONTROL LOOPS WITH
DELAYS
Figure 4. The three control loops in schematic form: passive loop (green),
SL loop (red), LL loop (orange).

The general control loop of Figure 3 can be rearranged as
shown in Figure 6.
#@B#

IV. ANALYZING THE PROPERTIES OF THE CONTROL LOOPS
Tdist

D

GPG s

-

Gcontr s

Tcontr

A. Passive Loop alone
This is the simplest situation, with ܹ ൌ ͳ and ܹଵ ൌ Ͳ.
As a result, ܩ௧ ሺݏሻ ൌ ܩ௧ǡ௨௦ ሺݏሻ and thus

Figure 6. Control loop for analysis with the Nyquist-Criterion

ܩை ሺݏሻ ൌ ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ ൌ

The transfer function from ܶௗ௦௧ to ܶ௧ results to:
்ܩೞ ՜்ೝ ሺݏሻ ൌ
ൌ

ሺଵା்ವ ௦ሻ
௦ మ ି

.

The transfer function (13) then has a zero at  ݏൌ െܶ .
This zero is stable for all ܶ  Ͳ.

ܶ௧ ሺݏሻ
ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ
ൌ
ܶௗ௦௧ ሺݏሻ
ͳ  ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ

ܸሺͳ  ܶ ݏሻሺܹ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻܹଵ ݁ ି௦ఛభ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻሺͳ െ ܹଵ ሻ݁ ି௦ఛమ ሻ
 ݏܬଶ െ ݄݉݃  ܸሺͳ  ܶ ݏሻሺܹ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻܹଵ ݁ ି௦ఛభ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻሺͳ െ ܹଵ ሻ݁ ି௦ఛమ ሻ

(13)
It has the same polynomial denominator as ்ܩೞ՜ఈ ሺݏሻ in
(12). Thus, the transfer function (12) is stable if and only if
(13) is stable, and if we neglect the possibility that there are
unstable zeros in (13) which might cancel with unstable
poles. However, this seems to be unlikely and even if it does
apply, it will occur only at isolated points of the parameter
set. Therefore, analysis of the feedback loop in Figure 6
allows evaluating the stability of the control loop in Figure
3. The structure of this control loop meets the specifications
by [16] for the analysis by means of the extended Nyquist
Criterion. This leads us to forward the following theorem:

The Nyquist plot for the controller parameters in (10) is
shown in Figure 7. It will be used as a basis for comparison
in the following subsections. We note for completeness that
ܩை ሺ݆߱ሻȁఠୀ ൌ െ




, ఠ՜ஶ ܩை ሺ݆߱ሻ=0.

With this, the closed loop transfer function is
்ܩೞ՜ఈ ሺݏሻ ൌ

 ݏܬଶ

ͳ
െ ݄݉݃  ܸሺͳ  ܶ ݏሻ

As can be verified using the Hurwitz-Criterion, the closed
loop system is asymptotically stable for all
ܸ  ݄݉݃ǡ ܶ  Ͳ.

(15)

Theorem 1: Given a control loop as in Figure 6. Suppose that
the open loop transfer function
ܩை ሺݏሻ ൌ ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ satisfies:
x
x
x

ܩை ሺݏሻ is a strictly realizable transfer function if all
delays are set to zero
The denominator polynomial of ܩை ሺݏሻ has no root
on the imaginary axis
The Nyquist plot ܩை ሺ݆߱ሻ for ߱ ൌ െλ  ڮλis
symmetric about the real axis

Figure 7.  ሺɘሻfor the passive feedback loop alone (controller paramters
in (10)). The closed loop is asymptotically stable.

 ܩሺݏሻ
ܱ ሺݏሻ

then, the closed loop transfer function ்ܩೞ՜்ೝ ሺݏሻ ൌ ͳܱܩ

has only poles with negative real parts (i.e. it is
asymptotically stable), if and only if the Nyquist-plot
ܩை ሺ݆߱ሻ for ߱ ൌ െλ  ڮλ enFLUFOHV WKH SRLQW ³-´ H[actly
݊௨ times counter clockwise, where ݊௨ is the number of poles
of ܩை ሺݏሻwith positive real part.
All Nyquist Plots in this article are symmetric about the
real axis and, by inspection,
ܩை ሺݏሻ ൌ ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ
ൌ

ሺଵା்ವ ௦ ሻሺܹͲ ሺͳെܹͲ ሻܹͳ ݁െ ͳ߬ݏሺͳെܹͲ ሻሺͳെܹͳ ሻ݁െ ʹ߬ݏሻ
௦ మ ି

(14)

is strictly realizable for ߬ଵ ൌ ߬ଶ ൌ Ͳ and ܩீ ሺݏሻ and
ܩ௧ ሺݏሻ do not have poles on the imaginary axis. However,
ܩீ ሺݏሻ has a pole at ට




and thus also ܩை ሺݏሻ has a pole

with positive real part. As a consequence, according to
Theorem 1, the closed loop system is asymptotically stable,
when the Nyquist-Plot of ܩை ሺݏሻ ൌ ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ
encircles the point -1 once counter-clockwise.

We use in the following the single loop case to
demonstrate that (i) the parameter V in (10) is just above the
critical level for stabilizing the inverted pendulum, and (ii) a
small increase from ܸ ൌ ͳǤͳ݄݉݃ to ܸ ൌ ͳǤʹ݄݉݃ yields
already a pronounced improvement. As shown in Figure 8,
the SHQGXOXP¶Vangular excursion (lean due to gravity) from
upright then gets smaller by almost half and the response gets
faster, the torque required to hold the angular excursion is
clearly lower, as true also for power and energy consumption
(note that throughout this paper we use the physical
power/energy consumption for comparison with technical
control applications despite the fact that, e.g., human muscles
consume power when a constant torque is applied even at
vanishing rotational speed). Noticeably, the loop gain in
humans is similar. The experimentally identified SL and LL
loop gains corresponds approximately to a value of ܸ ൌ
ͳǤʹ݄݉݃ [4,5]. Whereas the passive feedback from intrinsic
musculoskeletal stiffness and viscosity acting without time
delay contributes only to a minor part to the overall stability,
with a identified value of approximately 15% of SL and LL.
The time delays of the active loops clearly affect control
stability, as shown in the next two subsections.

#@B!

For ܹ ൌ ͲǤ, the overall shape of the Nyquist curve is
similar to that in Figure 7. When increasing the relative
weight of the SL loop by  ܹ to 0.45 and then
0.1, the loop that surrounds the critical point -1 becomes
narrower and the crossing from which the loop originates
approaches -1.
The third Nyquist plot of Figure 9, representative for
DSSUR[LPDWHO\WKH³ORZHUHQG´RIKXPDQFRQWUROSDUDPHWHUV
is repeated in Figure 10 (left) together with results for a step
response to an angular excursion and the corresponding
controller torque and muscle power curves.

Figure 8. Response of the closed passive loop to a step-like disturbing
external torque for  ൌ ͳǤͳ (blue) and  ൌ ͳǤʹ (magenta). Graphs:
angular excursion (left upper), controller torque (right upper), power (left
ଵ
lower), energy consumption (right lower). Remaining parameterୈ ൌ  .
ଷ

B. Passive Loop combined with SL Loop
In this subsection, the case ܹ  אሾͲǡͳሿ and ܹଵ ൌ ͳ will be
considered, meaning that the effect of V of the passive loop
gets varied by ܹ and that of the SL loop by ͳ െ  ܹ .
The controller transfer function is
ܩ௧ ሺݏሻ ൌ

ܶ௧ ሺݏሻ
ൌ ܸሺͳ  ܶݏ ܦሻሺܹ  ሺͳ െ ܹ ሻ݁ ି௦ఛభ ሻ
ߙሺݏሻ
Figure 10. Variation of V: Vൌ ͳǤͳ (left), ൌ ͵ (right). From top
to bottom: Nyquist-plot, step-responses to angular excursion in [°],
controller torque [N], and muscle power [W]. Remaining parameters are
ଵ
ୈ ൌ ǡ  ൌ ͲǤͳ, ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms.

and the open loop transfer function ܩை ሺݏሻ becomes
ܩை ሺݏሻ ൌ ܩீ ሺݏሻܩ௧ ሺݏሻ ൌ

ሺଵା்ವ ௦ሻሺܹͲ ሺͳെܹͲ ሻ݁െ ͳ߬ݏሻ
௦ మ ି

.

ଷ

In a first investigation, a time delay ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms is used for
the SL loop. The relative weight between SL loop and
passive loop is changed by down-weighting the passive loop
from ܹ ൌ ͲǤ to ܹ ൌ ͲǤͶͷ and ܹ ൌ ͲǤͳ and upweighting the SL loop accordingly. The corresponding
Nyquist plots are shown in Figure 9.

Next, the effect of increasing V is considered. The right
side of Figure 10 shows the same measures as on the left side
after increasing V from 1.1mgh to 3mgh (ʹ͵ͷͷܰ݉), while
keeping the other parameters constant (the admissible range
for the loop gain is here ݄݉݃ ൏ ܸ ൏ ͷͳͶͲܰ݉). As a result,
the crossing between the two largest loops approaches the -1
point. Furthermore, the closed-loop response is clearly faster
and slightly overshooting. And, it is associated with a
pronounced increase in peak torque and peak muscle power.
The energy consumption (not shown) is increased by about
40%. Noticeably, with further increase of ܸ towards the
maximum of ͷͳͶͲܰ݉ for ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms, the responses
develop oscillations, as can be expected when approaching
the stability border.
In the next investigation, the effect of doubling ɒଵ while
keeping ܸ ൌ ͳǤͳ݄݉݃ constant is considered. The result is
shown in the Nyquist plot of Figure 11.

Figure 9. Variation of ܹ : ܹ ൌ ͲǤ (top left), ܹ ൌ ͲǤͶͷ (top right),
and ܹ ൌ ͲǤͳ (bottom left). Remaining parameters are
ଵ
ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms, ܸ ൌ ͳǤͳ݄݉݃, and ܶ ൌ ܿ݁ݏ.
ଷ

With ɒଵ LQFUHDVHGWRPVWKHORRSHQFLUFOLQJWKH³-´
point becomes tightened. Yet, the control is stable. Therefore,
using a low loop gain allows humans to tolerate rather large
delay times (up to about ͵ͲͲ݉)ݏ. Although an increase in
delay ɒଵ is tolerable from the stability point of view, it leads
to a considerable increase in power/energy consumption for
the stabilization.

#@BA

Figure 11. Nyquist plots for ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms (left) and ɒଵ ൌ ͳͲms (right).
ଵ
Remaining parameters are  ൌ ͳǤͳ, ୈ ൌ ǡ  ൌ ͲǤͳ.
ଷ

A detailed description of this point is, however, beyond the
scope of the present paper and therefore will be considered in
a future paper.
The tolerance of large time delays is not only constrained
by the controller parameter V, but in addition by ܶ Ǥ This is
illustrated in the Nyquist plots of Figure 12. It shows the
effect when ܶ is increased from 0.2 to ¾, while maintaining
ܸ ൌ ͳǤͳ݄݉݃ǡ ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms and ܹ ൌ ͲǤͳ.

C. Combination of Passive Loop, SL Loop and LL Loop
In our last investigation, we added the LL loop to both the
SL loop and the passive loop and weighted the two active
loops equally ሺܹଵ ൌ ͲǤͷሻ, while ܹ ൌ ͲǤͳ remained as
before. The SL loop was given the time delay ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms
and the LL loop ɒଶ ൌ ͳͲms. The resulting Nyquist plot is
shown in Figure 14. It indicates that control stability is
intermediate compared to the corresponding plots of Figure
11, where the SL loops for ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms and ɒଵ ൌ ͳͲms
were considered separately ( ܹଵ ൌ ͳǢܹ ൌ ͲǤͳ). In
other words, the Nyquist plot in Figure 14 is similar to a
Nyquist plot that, neglecting for a moment the passive loop,
would result from a single reflex loop with a delay that is
somewhere in between ɒଵ (SL loop) and ɒଶ (LL loop). Thus,
maintaining the SL loop after the LL loop has essentially
taken over the task of controlling biped stance is
advantageous in terms of control stability.
ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲ݉ݏ

ɒଶ ൌ ͳͲ݉ݏ

ଵ ൌ ͳ

ଵ ൌ Ͳ

ଷ

Figure 12. Variation of ୈ : ୈ ൌ ͲǤʹ (left), ୈ ൌ (right).
ସ
Remaining parameters are ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms,  ൌ ͳǤͳ,  ൌ ͲǤͳ.

Again, the loop encircling thH³-´ SRLQWEHFRPHVWLJKWHQHG
in so far that the crossing point gets FORVHUWRWKH³-1´ point.
Noticeably, in the here considered combination of a
passive loop with a single active loop, long delays of the
active loop considerable constrains the admissible choices of
ܸ and ܶ . For example, in the plot of V (ordinate) over ܶ
(abscissa) in Figure 13, the region of stability for ɒଵ ൌ
͵ͲͲ݉( ݏblue area) is rather limited. For example, the upper
limit of admissible V is about 1050 Nm (lower limit is
1.0mgh= 784.8 Nm) and the range of admissible ܶ values is
between 0.3 and 0.5 sec (compare [8]). Conceivably, the
shorter the ɒଵ value, the larger the region of stability in this
kind of plot becomes (not shown).
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Figure 13. Admissible values of  and ୈ for ɒଵ ൌ ͵ͲͲms.
Remaining parameters are  ൌ ͳǤͳ,  ൌ ͲǤͳ.

ଵ ൌ ͲǤͷ

Figure 14. Nyquist plots for SL loop (ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms; blue) and the LL loop
(ɒଶ ൌ ͳͲms; red) from Figure 11 are combined (magenta). The distance of
the crossing point from WKH³-´SRLQWLQWKHresulting plot is intermediate
between those of each constituent.

V. CONCLUSION
Human stance control develops during ontogenesis from a
system that produces short-latency stereotypical postural
reflexes shortly after birth to a system that in adults flexibly
reacts in a context dependent way to variations in external
situations and availability of sensory information, using
long-latency loops through higher brain centers. This shift
from SL loop functions to LL loop functions with
considerable delay times endangers control stability in a
continuous feedback control. As a consequence, humans use
low loop gain and deal with it by using re-weightings
between sensory signals and feedback loops.
In this paper, we proposed that one aim of the reweighting is to maintain control stability. We proceeded
from the fact that (a) SL loops remain after LL loops
developed, and (b) a third feedback loop with virtual no time
delay, given by passive stiffness and viscosity from intrinsic
musculoskeletal properties, also contributes. The hypothesis

#@B$

is that behavioral demands for sufficiently high loop gain,
possibly endangering control stability, are accounted for by
weight shifts in favor of the passive loop and the SL loop.
Before testing the validity of the hypothesis in future human
postural control studies, we investigated here theoretically to
what extent such weight shifts may affect control stability.
Additional aspects such as the torque and energy
consumption required to maintain the pendulum upright and
to resist external perturbation were also considered, but
details remain to be reported in a future paper.
In our first investigation, we proceeded from identified
human loop gain and confirmed that the low value helps
stabilizing control in face of long time delays. However, the
low gain weakens and slows the responses to external
disturbances, being associated with higher energy
consumption (Figure 8). These effects increased when we
increased in later investigations in addition the time delay.
Unconsidered remained here that the low loop gain is a basis
for humans¶ soft compliance upon unforeseen mechanical
interactions with the external world or other humans.
Considering next a control by combining passive loop and
SL loop demonstrated reduction of stability by the time
delay of the SL loop (Nyquist plots in Figure 9). This effect
increases with increase in the time delay (Figure 11).
Increase of V (about half way towards its upper limit with
ɒଵ ൌ ͺͲms) exhibited possibly constraining increases in
peak torque and peak power (Figure 10) and in energy
consumption. Depending on the time delay, a stability region
given by upper limits for V and ܶ can be defined (Figure
13).
Finally, we have shown in our last investigation that
control stability is clearly better when a 160 ms delay LL
loop is combined with a 80 ms SL loop than when the same
loop gain is used with the 160 ms LL loop alone. How this
exactly relates to human findings and to simulations
obtained with human-derived models remains to be shown.
Such future considerations may include in addition to
flexibility and robustness the aforementioned additional
aspects such as energy consumption, having in mind that the
human stance control systems aims at a trade-off between
several constraints. One trade-off can be observed with
increasing age, where the sensory and motor functions
degrade and neural time delays increase [19]. A strategy of
older adults to compensate for this is to increase the passive
as well as the active stiffness and the damping [20].
Understanding the physical reason for such changes in the
feedback loops can be used to improve physical therapy and
rehabilitation. Forthcoming work will furthermore consider
the transfer behavior of the system when voluntary
movements are incorporated (via a set point input to ߙ).
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